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Abstract. Requirement engineering is a critical stage in software engineering,
it enables requirement engineers extract correct system needs, both functional
and non-functional constraints from stakeholders. The majority of the errors
found in software functionality are directly linked to the mistakes made during
the requirement elicitation phases. Therefore, several approaches have been
proposed to enhance existing requirements engineering techniques to both
reduce such mistakes and to speed up the requirements engineering process. One
type of promising approaches is based on utilizing business process modelling
to take benefit from business process models to derive requirements. This paper
argues that it is possible to generate requirements from business process models.
It proposes an approach to derive system requirements; it employs business
process models and then transforms them into requirement models. Evaluation
shows the proposed approach was able to generate additional valid use case
model features compared to other competing approaches.
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1 Introduction

Requirement engineering is a critical stage in software development [11]. Employing
effective requirements engineering techniques and methods are essential to the success
of software development projects, not only for achieving them on time and within
budget but also for delivering the desired business value [12]. Research has shown that
many large projects fail because of inadequate requirements, showing that errors made
in the requirements engineering stage “are among the most difficult to detect and the
most expensive to correct” [5]. These errors are caused by problems that mostly appear
in the requirement elicitation phase [15, 16].

Many approaches have been proposed to enhance the existing requirements engi-
neering techniques; some of these approaches recognized that “understanding a busi-
ness process is the key to identify the user needs of the software that supports it” [13,
19, 20, 22]. Many organizations have their existing business process models in the
form of working instructions and often include enough valid details for specifying
software systems, which thus may provide a basis for understanding and modelling
software requirements. In recent years, requirements of business applications have
changed from command-based applications to workflow-based applications, “at least
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half of industrial software development is connected to business application develop-
ment” [21]. Thus business process models may provide a promising approach to help
produce accurate requirement specifications [10, 14, 24].

Several approaches have proposed methods to automatically generate requirements
specifications from business models but these approaches fail to achieve transformation
without significant manual intervention or correction [1–4, 13]. This paper argues that
not only business process models can be used to derive more accurate software
requirements but also these requirements can in majority be generated automatically. It
proposes a new business model-driven approach for deriving UML-based requirement
specifications. The proposed approach employs a set of systematic steps that start by
improving the existing business process model to result into a well-defined business
model, which includes the effect of the prospective information system should have on
the business processes (named “To-Be” model). It then automatically transforms the
“To-Be” business process model to a Use Case diagram. The proposed automatic
generation of valid requirement specifications overcomes the often-used tedious and
time-consuming manual process. Initial evaluation shows accurate results when com-
pared with other manual approaches; it also shows the generation efficiency is directly
proportional to the level of richness of the input business process model.

2 Related Work

Several researchers have proposed approaches to derive use cases diagram from
business process models [1–4, 13, 22]. [1] Proposed an algorithm to automatically
transform business model in to functional requirements in terms of use case model.
The main objective for this approach is to draw up functional requirement more quickly
from existing business model instead of building a use case diagram depending on
interviews. The algorithm works by first creating meta-models for both the use case
diagram and business process model then compares definitions in the two meta-
models, to find “which concepts or relations in business process meta-model map to
which concepts or relations in the use case meta-model”. This approach was evaluated
by comparing their results with use cases constructed by performing interviews,
although promising however the total error percentage in the generated use case dia-
gram was relatively high at 40%. Another similar study [2] proposed a method to
explore associations between the use case model and the business model, but they used
“Role Activity Diagrams” or RADs to model business processes. However, they faced
several issues in deriving use cases from process models, including the notion of an
actor, which is not clear enough in RADs. They found no simple mapping of Roles, in
process models, on to Actors in use case diagrams [2]. Their results show, however, the
transformation cannot achieve a well-formed use case model because the RAD notation
is incompatible with UML-they found that UML actor is often not clearly defined in
a RAD.

This work is further developed by [3], however they proposed a method for
deriving system models based on business process models. They suggested that the
correspondence between the central notion of ‘automated activity’ in an improved
RAD model and that of “action or function” in the use case diagram facilitates the
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derivation of system models based on business process models. Their method consists
of four steps: 1-develop a business process model using RAD model; 2-identify
automated activities; 3-link each business objective with automated activities, and
4-develop use case model based on objectives and automated activities. However, this
approach have shown several limitations, including lack of process visibility, and focus
on use cases only with no notation of associations between them.

Another approach [13] proposed a manual transformation to obtain use case model
based on business process models. This approach is the first approach that attempted to
generate use case description from business process models. However, it focused on
generating the use case description more than the use case diagram noting the value
that may be obtained from the description. The use case diagram was generated
manually depending on a set of rules, the resultant use case diagram however was not
detailed enough. Generated use case diagrams, by this approach, did not cover the
association between use cases such as extend, include, invoke and precede. The use
case descriptions were specified from a set of predefined natural language sentences
mapped manually from BPMN model elements. [4] Proposed a similar manual
approach for deriving system requirements from business process models. This
approach integrates requirements engineering and business process engineering. It
defined BORE: a Business-Oriented approach to Requirements Elicitation. The authors
argue that BORE is especially effective when system requirements are not fully
knowable up front and must be discovered. [22] studied the use of DEMO (dynamic
essential modelling of organisations) for deriving use cases from business models, and
investigated most suitable methods or ways for identifying suitable use cases. The
suggested methods can be used in combination of the automatic generation approaches
to enhance use case derivation.

3 Proposed Approach: BMSpec

Generating valid and useable requirements from business models requires having valid
business models. To achieve, BMSepc developed two original methods to enable
consistent derivation of use cases from business models. It developed a structured and
systematic “to-be” business model preparation and a set of heuristic rules that define
the derivation and transformation of uses cases. The structured and systematic method
ensures validity of the business model through the consistency of constraints to the
correctness of its representation. As mentioned above, BMSpec employed requirement
engineering and business model engineering integration from [4] for the “As-Is”
business model part. BMSpec consists of two systematic steps as shown in Fig. 1: first,
preparation of a well-defined business model. This step requires manual processing and
its required effort depends on the status of the existing business process model.
Second, automated transformation of business process model to a UML use case
model. This step uses a BMSpec developed algorithm to map XML objects in both
models. The developed algorithm employs a defined set of heuristic rules that define
transformation of objects and relations from business process model to a use case
diagram. These steps are described in further details in the following subsections.
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3.1 Preparation of a Well-Defined Business Process Model

A manual transformation of the existing business process model is undertaken to ensure
model validity and consistency. The level and required effort of transformation depends
on the status of the business process model. In cases where the business model is just a
manual “As_Is” business process model and does not cover the user interaction with
the system, the model needs reengineering in order to build a (To_Be) business process
model. The transformation, in this case, includes analysing the purpose of the sys-
tem and determining the effect of the information system should have on the business
processes (To-Be). The key output of this step is to determine the automated tasks that
represent user interactions with the system. However, simply automating processes for
the sole purpose of automation often does not result into significant improvements [6].
Thus, in business process reengineering, it is recommended that instead of blindly
automating manual processes, processes need to be reengineered while taking advan-
tages of the possibilities for automation [7]. Business process reengineering may
require “reshaping the way business is done” [8]. This further requires taking an
integrated business look at both process and information flows, including looking at
how processes use information and how people interact with systems [8].

In order to reengineer the business process model effectively, this reengineering
step should focus on both system perspective, i.e. asking “what will make up a well-
defined use case?”; and business process perspective, i.e. asking “what is needed from
the information system?” [9].

Fig. 1. BMSpec - overall structured approach
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In BMSpec, in this step, the aim is to identify the tasks that represent interactions
with the software system. Because these tasks often represent the key important
functions, or use cases, that must be included in the use case model. Thus, each well-
defined use case must specify a functionality, which an actor wants to achieve by using
the system. Assuming the (As-Is) business model is represented using the BPMN, to
guide this step, BMSpec defines a set of rules to achieve the business process (To-Be)
model (discussion of these rules is outside the scope of this paper). For business
process models that are already designed with a clear software system purpose, and a
clear effect of the information system on the business processes (To-Be), but have some
BPMN notations that are not clearly defined, e.g. specifying task type, or declaring
condition for gateways, events name and type, the business process model’s notation
representation is required to be modified. To conform to BPMN notations, BMSpec
defines another set of rules to guide this modification (outside the scope of this paper).

3.2 Use Case Diagram Generation: Heuristic Rules

Once a business process To-Be model is created, BMSpec defines a set of heuristics
that are used to identify, transform and generate actors, use cases, and their associations
into a use case diagram. These heuristic rules have been developed based on studying
the BPMN language and its notations, and their semantic use and meaning, and ana-
lysing more than 70 real-time business models to arrive at consistent transformation
and interruptions of BPMN notations and their combinations. These heuristic rules
have developed into computational algorithms to automate the business process To-Be
models transformation and use-case generation into a UML use-case diagram.
Description and listing of defined heuristic rules are outside the scope of the paper.

3.3 Automatic Use Case Generation: Algorithm

To automate the process of use case generation from the modified business process
models, an algorithm has been developed that automatically reads the business process
model, provided as BMPN notation, generates use case diagram as output. It performs
three main steps:

1. identifies the business process models activities and nodes
2. identifies processes, workflows, gateways and conditions to ensure consistency and

connections between its nodes.
3. applies its defined heuristic rules, on each of the identified activities and maps them

to respective use cases. Connectors and actors are also consequently generated.

Table 1.

Case study
name

Brief description

Nobel Prize
example

It is a real case in which a paper work [13] used manual transformation
from business process model for Nobel prize to a use case model. In the
manual transformation authors used a set of rules
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Manually developed use case diagram.

BMSpec generated use case diagram

Business process model.

Fig. 2. Noble prize case study
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4 Results

The traditional gold standard testing or model evaluation is used [18]. This is con-
ducted by evaluating the output of traditional requirement elicitation techniques, in
which software engineers are employed to build use case diagrams manually, against
BMSpec generated use case diagrams, for the same scenarios. Although this is an
expensive procedure, yet to ensure validity, the evaluation was done on several dif-
ferent case studies.

As an example of the conducted evaluation and results, Table 1 lists one example
of an evaluated case study. Figure 2 shows an example of this case study [13],
including its business process model, manually developed use case diagram and its
BMSpec generated use case diagram. The case study used traditional requirement
engineering elicitation techniques to develop their requirement specification or use case
diagram, and manual transformation from business process model to requirement
specifications. As shown in Fig. 2, BMSpec was able to identify and extra features,
which are not supported in other competing approaches [1–4, 13], such as association
between use cases (precede, invoke, include, extend). Detailed evaluation is outside the
scope of the paper.

5 Conclusion

The paper argues that business models can be usefully used to generate accurate
requirements and software specifications. To achieve, the paper developed a systematic
approach (BMSpec) that takes a number of systematic steps using standardized BPMN
notations. Evaluation and illustrative results of the proposed BMSpec approach are
described and compared against manual traditional requirement engineering tech-
niques. It shows the promise of the approach and higher generation efficiency, which
was found to be directly proportional to the level of richness of the input business
process model.

While the proposed approach improves the efficiency of the automatic generation of
UML-Based use case diagram, it does not however cover or replace the entire
requirements engineering stage, nor aims to generate comprehensive requirement
specifications. It provides, however, an important step forward to semi-automate the
elicitation process through the extraction of as many as possible of requirements from
underlying business process models, thus potentially significantly saving development
time, reducing requirement misunderstanding errors and improving correct require-
ments representation using software industry de facto UML.
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